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OVERVIEW
Recently, in Pakistan, there has been an upsurge of cultural and social events that celebrate our
heritage and community. Such recreational activities create an environment of communal unity
as well generate awareness, that act as catalysts towards development.
The SUCCESS programme has a strong component to create awareness of the work undertaken
by rural women in Sindh. This is usually carried out through our communication campaign, by
documenting and posting the work done by the women and their institutions and case studies of
women beneficiaries of SUCCESS in electronic, social and print media. However, participating in
an already established event or festival, can create far greater media coverage and target different
stakeholders. Keeping the potential of festivals in mind, the SUCCESS programme collaborated
with the Lahooti Melo 2019, which took place on the 9th and 10th of February, at Sindh University,
Jamshoro. The main theme this year was ‘an ode to a liberated woman’, which follows the
momentum gaining the #MeToo movement, aimed against sexual harassment, violence against
women and women empowerment. As a female empowerment programme, this year’s theme
attracted the SUCCESS programme to the festival, as the team felt the objectives were similarly
aligned.
Committed to women empowerment and dedicated to the #MeToo movement, the festival offered
many talks and panel discussions all focused on women and prevalent issues that surround them.
Prominent guests spoke at the Lahooti Melo 2019, including renowned authors/activists Amar
Sindhu, Fouzia Saeed, Sindh Education Minister Syed Sardar Ali Shah, Pakistani singer/social
worker Shehzad Roy, author Mohammad Hanif among others. The festival was marked with a
number of power talks in between sessions of music, poetry and story-telling.
The two-day event showcased various food
and artefact stalls which included the Sindh
Rural Support Organisation’s (SRSO) Sartyoon
Sang as well. Sartyoon Sang literally means
“together with friends” and aims to provide
market linkages to artisans especially rural
women. Formed in 2011 as part of the SRSO
Crafts Enterprise, it aims to evolve tradition and
workmanship while creating sustainable
income for rural female artisans. Sartyoong
Sang has a reach of more than 10,000 female
artisans that includes weavers, potters,
embroidery
workers
among
others.
Unsurprisingly with their cultural significance,
high quality and ethical objectives, they were
popular at the festival. SUCCESS programme’s
publications including the Echoes series, LSO
initiatives and newsletters were placed at the
stall, that were distributed to young students,
media personalities, social media influencers
and academia.

Along with the stall, the SUCCESS programme also held a power talk designed in the shape of a
TED Talk on the second day of the festival, 10 February 2019. The talk titled “Empowering Rural
Women Across Sindh” was given by one of SUCCESS programme’s beneficiary, Irum Wahid, the
president of her LSO in Union Council Chuhar Jamali, District Sujawal. She shared her experience
and story, from fighting the stigma around the role of women in a community to fearlessly
demanding development initiatives from government representatives to inspire the youth in the
audience. She explained the importance of the SUCCESS programme and the impact it had on
the women in her region. The talk concluded with an animated video of the components and
objectives of the EU funded SUCCESS programme.

BACKGROUND OF THE EVENT
Lahooti Melo is self-described as the “festival to talk about music, dance, poetry and arts”. It was
initially started as a meeting ground for musicians by Saif Samejo from ‘The Sketches’ fame,
where musicians could interact and learn from one another, especially newcomers to the industry.
Since then it has included panel discussions of important societal issues within Pakistan, with
renowned voices from various backgrounds, fields and professions. This includes established civil
servants, government workers, academia and prominent members of the entertainment industry.
By sponsoring the event, the SUCCESS programme wanted to create awareness of the lives of
rural women in Sindh to these stakeholders.
Lahooti Melo 2019 broke from the trends of hosting such
music festivals in established cities such as Karachi, Lahore
and Islamabad by hosting this year’s festival in Jamshoro.
Even the previous Lahooti Melo festivals had taken place in
Hyderabad. This was an important message to promote as
sexual violence and harassment aren’t restricted to the
urban landscape, instead occur throughout the country.
Speakers at the event such as SUCCESS beneficiary
brought an understanding of the situation in rural Sindh, and
the steps being taken to empower women.
Talks such as these have only grown in strength, and have
culminated in what is now called the #MeToo movement in
late 2017. This has added to the interest in understanding
the social challenges women in Pakistan face and the desire
to change a mind-set that has been deeply embedded in
many of Pakistan’s people for far too long. The programme
agenda is attached in the Annexure at the end of the report.

SUCCESS AT LAHOOTI MELO

Across the two days, there were power talks, designed in the form of TED Talks for the audience.
TED Talks are designed to spread ideas, usually with short powerful speeches (18 minutes or
less). For their part in Lahooti Melo, the SUCCESS team from RSPN arranged a power talk on
the second day, 10 February 2019. The talk titled “Empowering Rural Women Across Sindh” was
given by with one of the SUCCESS programme’s beneficiary, Irum Wahid, who shared her
experience and story to inspire the young students and stakeholders at the event. Irum Wahid is
the president of her LSO in Union Council Chuhar Jamali, District Sujawal.
Under her leadership, almost 2,000 women from her area are impacted and urged to change the
fate of their families on a daily basis. Irum herself comes from a conservative household in rural
Sujawal but her resolve to be vocal for the rights women has always been paramount. From
fighting the stigma around the role of women in a community to fearlessly demanding
development initiatives from government representatives - Irum is an inspiration for not just the
women in her area but for everyone in the country.
With an audience of over 100 people, she narrated her personal story and the impact of the
programme on her life. Irum is married with five children, with a nine-year old paralysed son. She
managed to complete her graduate degree at a very difficult time. The priority she gave education
can be determined as she gave her inter exams on the second day of her marriage. Leaving the
house right after her marriage was considered controversial and she was exposed to comments
and ridicule from her community. However, she ignored the scorn to successfully complete her
studies after marriage.
Today, Irum is an independent and confident woman who can speak in front of large crowds
without any hesitation. However, this was no small feat and she struggled to act on her objectives.

She is from an area where five years ago women were not allowed to meet other women within
or outside their villages. They did not hold any form of authority and were not allowed to talk or
participate in domestic matters. When Irum got married she had already done her matriculation.
Therefore, in the neighbourhood, especially her in-laws kept their daughters away from her in
case she might instil in them a yearning for education.
Describing an incident that impacted her personally, she narrated a story of a girl in her village
who was mentally challenged. However, the girl was falsely accused as a karri (dishonourable),
a term that can lead to an extrajudicial death sentence in these villages. Irum was traumatised
hearing this verdict about a girl who did not have any control over her life. She took it upon herself
to save this innocent young girl. With tears welled up in her eyes, she narrated how she found the
girl in a deplorable condition trapped in her family’s home as they prepared to poison her to death.
Trying to free the girl, Irum was threatened by the victim’s family with death if she interfered.
However, Irum did not lose hope and requested the Maulvi Sahib for help. The Maulvi Sahib
managed to convince the victim’s family to allow Irum to take her to the hospital with the condition
that the case would not be brought to the police. Doctors were able to save the girls life despite
her critical condition. Instead of feeling proud of their daughter-in-law’s involvement, her in-laws
were enraged. It took the Maulvi Sahib to calm her in-laws and help them understand the situation.
The victim’s family did not appreciate Irum’s interference either and harshly berated her. Irum
listened patiently and suggested that they try to investigate the situation in greater depth. Once
that was done, nothing like karri appeared to exist, and they accepted the girl back in the family.
Irum’s strength of character and her understanding of the local context helped save an innocent’s
life. Today that girl is happily married and has two children. Irum’s resilience is a sense of pride
for her family and she has developed a positive reputation within the village. In this way, Irum
developed her agency to stand up against injustice and persuade others to do the right thing. She
exclaimed, “you may face many challenges in your life but never give up and don’t miss the
opportunity to help others”.
Talking about the programme and the impact it had on her life, Irum related the time when NRSP
first came to her village. In February 2012, SUCCESS, a project of the European Union started
to recruit people in communal organisations. “I then came to know about the SUCCESS project
and that it’s only for women, which made me very happy because in Community Organisations
(COs) earlier to this, there were mostly just men and women’s voices were suppressed. This was
the first programme in our region that was only for women. At first the men of my village were not
willing to allow us to go outside for meetings and trainings”. Clearly, according to Irum there were
apprehensions from the local men in the region. However, SUCCESS representatives promised
them that there would be appropriate environment for women which satisfied them.
She went on to list all the beneficial components of the SUCCESS programme which included
the Community Investment Fund, Income Generating Grant, Technical and Vocational Skills
Training, and Micro Health Insurance. She also explained the Joint Development Committees,
that allowed rural women to meet government representatives and share their issues and
problems. Irum claimed that her union council managed to create 148 Community Organisations,
11 Village Organisations and one Local Support Organisation.
According to Irum, her involvement in the programme enabled her to volunteer with the police
during the last elections. Working with female police officers made her realise how women could
achieve as much as men even in predominantly male-dominated fields. When wearing the police

cap, she exclaimed, “I felt proud and powerful. I wondered how powerful these women felt when
wearing the whole uniform”.
Irum has come a long way to establish herself as a role model for her village, setting herself as
an example to their daughters. She acknowledged that, “it has only been possible because of the
SUCCESS programme and the COs. If they had not come to my village, I might not have been
able to come out of my home, therefore, I am thankful to SUCCESS for providing me with a life
changing opportunity”.

The talk concluded with an animated video explaining the SUCCESS programme to the audience
for another five minutes. The video explained the components and objectives of the EU funded
SUCCESS programme.

THE EVENT
The event was marked with musical performances from Project Zil, The Sketches, Sareesh &
Lahoot, Veru Shan, Fahad Ahmed, Seem se Jafar, Taj Mastani and Ali Tariq. Music is a means
of gathering audiences and instilling ideas, and in this manner, Lahooti Melo manages to become
far more than just a music festival. Despite not taking place in a city such as Karachi or
Hyderabad, it was noted by various media outlets such as The Dawn Newspaper, that students
from all over Sindh had arrived to take part in the weekend’s festivities.
Prominent guests attended Lahooti Melo 2019, including renowned authors/activists Amar Sindhu
and Fouzia Saeed, whilst others from the music industry such as Hamza Akram, Rachel Viccaji
and Mughal-e-funk are also known to have attended.
The first day’s events started at 11:00 am with ‘Happy Hour Yoga’ by Yogi Kamal Kumar, where
he described the importance of maintaining a balance between the mind, body and soul, before
leading the crowd in a session of yoga. This was followed by Rubina Abro who sang ‘Azad Aurat

Jo Tarano’, which translates to an anthem of an independent woman. The inaugural session that
followed had a number of speakers. The Sindh Education Minister Syed Sardar Ali Shah noted
how important and memorable the anthem sung by Rubina Abro had been.
Alongside the various attractions, this festival was used as a platform for social activism and
included a number of power talks in between sessions of music, poetry and story-telling. The first
of these talks was delivered by Dr. Fouzia Saeed, titled ‘#herstory’.
Committed to women and dedicated to the #MeToo movement, the festival offered many talks all
focused on women and prevalent issues that surround them. While this year’s concept was based
on a specific incident close to founder Samejo’s heart, it came to life through the building up of
many women going through similar incidents of harassment, discrimination, forced marriages and
abuse. Through the wide range of sessions the connection between SUCCESS and the focus of
the Lahooti Melo became even clearer. The festival was wholly embracing inclusivity and bringing
all the provinces together for one goal, liberating women, which echoes RSP’s goal to liberate
and alleviate women from poverty.

During the ‘Redefining Consent’ talk, which laid out the foundation for the rest of the festival,
author Mohammed Hanif focused on the important issue of the idea of male dominance in all
spheres of life, even, rather ironically, when it came to discussing women’s topics. “The problem
with the men in our society is very basic: if you’ve given them a platform, they will talk, even if
they don’t know a thing about the topic.”
Giving an interview with The News, the founder of the festival, Saif Samejo reiterated, “The theme
was beyond empowered women and #MeToo because when we think of an empowered woman,

we tend to think of a financially empowered woman. We were not talking about the financially
liberated woman. A woman should decide how she is liberated or empowered. We, the men in
society, cannot and should not make that decision for her”.
RSPs who are starkly aware of this issue help emancipate women from this patriarchal constraint
by allowing them to take charge of the issues they face and giving them the power and resources
to try to remove themselves out of the shackles of poverty without having to rely on the men in
their lives. Ameena Saiyid rightly commented on financially emancipating women as well, as she
stated, ‘financial independence is key to liberate women completely.’
RSPs seek to do this through social mobilisation and giving both technical and financial support
to women across rural Pakistan, allowing them to realise their own potential and utilise it to free
themselves from the cycle of poverty.

LAHOOTI MELO IN THE MEDIA
THE NEWS INTERNATIONAL: THE NEWS ON SUNDAY

http://tns.thenews.com.pk/revelry-lahooti-melo-4/#.XHN29ugzY2y

The News International

https://www.thenews.com.pk/print/430433-lahooti-melo-kicks-off-with-an-ode-to-theliberated-woman
The Express Tribune

https://tribune.com.pk/story/1907329/1-two-day-lahooti-melo-kicks-off-jamshoro/

Dawn News

https://images.dawn.com/news/1181828

News One

https://www.newsone.tv/trending-stories/lahooti-melo-an-ode-to-liberated-womenenthralls-enchants-and-empowers
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